Circular RNAs and the regulation of gene expression in diabetic nephropathy (Review)
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Abstract. Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are non-coding single-stranded covalently closed RNA molecules that are considered important as regulators of gene expression at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels. These molecules have been implicated in the initiation and progression of multiple human diseases, ranging from cancer to inflammatory and metabolic diseases, including diabetes mellitus and its vascular complications. The present article aimed to review the current knowledge on the biogenesis and functions of circRNAs, as well as their role in cell processes associated with diabetic nephropathy. In addition, novel potential interactions between circRNAs expressed in renal cells exposed to high-glucose concentrations and the transcription factors c-Jun and c-Fos are reported.
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1. Introduction

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a chronic disease characterized by a persistent increase in blood glucose (1), which is caused by dysfunctional insulin secretion, inefficient use of insulin by cells in peripheral tissues due to insulin resistance, or both. The prevalence of DM has increased by >2-fold from 1980 to 2021 (from 4 to 10.5%), and is predicted to rise to 11.3% by 2030 and to 12.2% by 2045 (2). DM is one of the 10 top causes of mortality worldwide, thereby constituting a serious health problem (2). Vascular complications of the disease, such as blindness, kidney failure, heart attack, stroke and lower limb amputation, are the most frequent causes of mortality in patients with diabetes in the short and medium term (3).

DM is recognized as a complex disease caused by a combination of lifestyle and genetic factors (4). Although numerous genetic and non-genetic risk factors interact to trigger DM and its vascular complications, the predictive ability of genetic models remains modest (5). Genetic models are based on combining several gene variants or risk alleles associated with the disease through a genetic risk score (GRS), for instance, variants of genes such as TFCL7, PPARG, KCNJ11, SLC30A8, HHEX, CDKAL1, IGF2BP2 and CDKN2A/B for type 2 diabetes (T2D) (6). Although at least 40 risk alleles have been identified for T2D, the predictive power of the GRS is low due to the small effect size of a number of the genetic loci and thus the small added value of genetic risk compared with clinical risk factors (7,8). These clinical risk factors are phenotype-based and have higher predictive ability, for example, body mass index, dietary habits and glycated hemoglobin level. On the other hand, there is a lack of appropriate models for studies of gene-gene and gene-environment interactions in the risk prediction of DM (5). In addition, the susceptibility to genetic factors related to the onset of macrovascular and microvascular complications in patients with DM does not explain all of the phenotypic variation observed during the disease course (9). Therefore, research on the elements involved in genetic expression control has garnered attention in an attempt to explain the missing heritability of DM.

The role of non-coding RNA in the regulation of gene expression has been investigated in the last 20 years (10-18). Covalently closed circular RNAs (circRNAs) are an important...
class of non-coding RNA that have a widespread and specific expression in cells and tissues, which are also stable and highly conserved between species (19-22). These molecules can act as sponges of microRNAs (miRNAs/miRs) or proteins to regulate the transcription of their parental genes or the translation of their targets, and consequently serve an important role in different physiological and pathological processes (23).

Several reports have linked circRNAs to the development and progression of different diseases, including DM and its vascular complications (24-26). CircRNAs can modulate the expression of extracellular matrix (ECM) components, such as fibronectin (FN) and type IV collagen (ColIV), which are implicated in the vascular complications of DM (27).

Although dysregulated expression of circRNAs has been reported in diabetic nephropathy (DN) (28-30), the role of these molecules in the modulation of the advanced glycation end products (AGE)-receptor for AGE (RAGE) pathway by direct or indirect interaction with the proteins that constitute this signaling pathway remains unknown. Identifying these aspects may help to characterize the role of circRNAs in the pathophysiology of DN, and their potential as therapeutic targets or biomarkers of the disease.

The present study aimed to review the current knowledge on circRNAs implicated in DN-related cell processes. Moreover, novel potential interactions that could take place between circRNAs expressed in renal cells under high-glucose concentrations and the transcription factors c-Jun and c-Fos are reported.

2. CircRNA structure, biogenesis and degradation

CircRNAs are covalently closed circular single-stranded RNA molecules, which can be in the nucleus, cytoplasm or in exosomes (Fig. 1A). CircRNAs are derived from mRNA backsplicing in which the upstream 5' splice site of mRNA is linked to a downstream 3' splice site. The formation of this structure can be driven by direct backsplicing with Arthrobacter luteus elements and inverted repeat complementation, lariat circularization, or it can be mediated by RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) (31,32). Consequently, circRNAs can be generated only from the exon regions of their parental gene [exonic circRNAs (EcircRNAs)], from lariat introns [circular intronic RNAs (ciRNAs)] or from exons with retained introns [exon-intron circRNAs (EliRNAs)] (Fig. 1B).

According to their origins, different types of circRNAs are located in different cell compartments. EcircRNAs are mainly found in the cytoplasm and are usually the most abundant, constituting ~80% of all the known circRNAs, whereas ciRNAs and EliRNAs are mainly located in the nuclei. The circRNA parental gene can produce diverse isoforms, but usually only one circRNA isoform is expressed at significant levels (15). CircRNAs are produced in the nucleus and are transported into the cytoplasm via different methods, depending on the length of mature circRNAs and their N6-methyladenosine (m6A) modification status. In human cells, circRNAs are transported into the cytoplasm by URH49 and UAP56, which are two related DEAD box RNA helicases that compose the RNA processing/nuclear-exporting machinery and regulate gene expression (33). The nuclear export of short circRNAs (<400 nt) is regulated by URH49, whereas the export of long circRNAs (>1,200 nt) is controlled by UAP56. The export mechanism for circRNAs with intermediate lengths has not been completely elucidated (34,35).

Mechanisms for circRNA degradation are mediated by ribonucleases, by the formation of circRNA-protein complexes, by the m6A modification of circRNA or by its packing into exosomes (35) (Fig. 1C and D). Certain circRNAs form DNA:RNA hybrids, displacing a single-stranded DNA (R-loops), which are susceptible to degradation by ribonuclease (RNase) HI. On the other hand, after cell inflammation or viral infection, circRNAs can be degraded by activated RNase L (35) (Fig. 1C).

M6A-modified circRNAs undergo ribonuclease-mediated cleavage via the YTH N6-methyladenosine RBP F2 (YTHDF2)-human heat response protein 12 (HSRP12)-RNase P/MRP axis (36). YTHDF2 is a YTY-domain-containing protein and is classified as a reading protein that recognizes m6A-modified circRNAs, and, using HSRP12 as an adapter, binds to RNase P/MRP to induce degradation of YTHDF2-bound circRNAs (Fig. 1C). Degradation of circRNAs is also mediated by trimethylamine-n-oxide, a byproduct of high sugar and fat diet metabolism of gut microbiota (35) (Fig. 1C).

Argonaute 2 protein, a member of the Argonaute family, also mediates circRNA degradation by recognizing, cleaving and degrading the circRNA-miRNA complex. Other proteins, such as glycine-tryptophan protein of 182 kDa, which has an Ago-binding domain and an RNA-recognition motif among other domains, regulate the degradation of certain circRNAs in an Ago-independent manner (35). Another two RBPs, namely up-frameshift protein 1 (UPF1) and Ras-GapSH3 domain-binding protein 1 (G3BP1), which exhibit helicase and GTPase activity, respectively, regulate the degradation of circRNAs depending on the highly folded tridimensional structure present in the majority of these molecules (35) (Fig. 1C).

CircRNAs can also be released from cells packed in exosomes or microvesicles (Fig. 1D), which facilitates their detection and isolation. This is the most important cell mechanism for circRNA removal, and is also a way of regulating intercellular communication through these molecules (35-37). Notably, circRNAs are more abundant than linear mRNAs in exosomes, compared with their abundance in respective parental cells, and they are also more stable, with a half-life of >48 h (38,39). Thus, the presence of large quantities of intact and stable circRNAs in human serum and urine exosomes, alongside their easier detection by liquid biopsies, has suggested the use of circRNAs as a novel diagnostic biomarker and therapeutic target for different diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases, neurological disorders, tumors and renal diseases (40,41).

3. Functions of circRNAs

CircRNAs can regulate gene expression by acting as sponges for miRNAs or proteins (38,39). Other functions include participating as scaffold and cellular translocators (38), as well as regulating the expression of their parental gene (42), the translation of other proteins (43) or their translation to proteins (44) (Fig. 1E). CircRNAs are considered competing/competitive
Figure 1. CircRNA biogenesis, structure, degradation mechanisms and molecular functions. (A) CircRNAs are located in the nucleus, cytoplasm or exported as exosomes. (B) CircRNAs are formed by a backsplicing process driven by i) the hybridization of introns with *Arthrobacter luteus* sequences or inverted repeats; or ii) RBP that bring the exons closer, both of which generate EcircRNAs or ElciRNAs; or iii) the splicing of an intron lariat, which generates the circRNAs. The colored boxes illustrate exons, while the thin black lines indicate introns. (C) Degradation of circRNAs by RNase L and RNase P/MRP is mediated by PKR or RBPs (YTHDF2/HSRP12), or it is driven by the binding of protein-stabilizers (TMAO), RNA helicases, and ATPases (UPF1) or GTPases (G3BP1) to the circRNA. (D) CircRNAs can also be secreted in exosomes together with other non-coding RNAs (miRNAs and lncRNAs) and proteins, which are originated by the fusion of multivesicular bodies with the plasma membrane and are degraded in this way. (E) Regulation of gene expression mediated by circRNAs mainly occurs by its binding to proteins or miRNAs, albeit circRNAs can also be translated into proteins or directly interfere with the translation of other proteins or the expression of their parental genes. CircRNA, circular RNA; ciRNAs, circular intronic RNAs; EcircRNAs, exonic circRNAs; ElciRNAs, exon-intron circRNAs; RBPs, RNA-binding proteins; PKR, protein kinase R; RNase, ribonuclease; YTHDF2, YTH N6-methyladenosine RBP F2; HSRP12, human heat response protein 12; TMAO, trimethylamine-n-oxide; UPF1, up-frameshift protein 1; G3BP1, Ras-GapSH3 domain-binding protein 1; miRNAs, microRNAs; lncRNAs, long non-coding RNAs; MVB, multivesicular bodies.
endogenous RNAs because they contain multiple miRNA response elements that competitively bind miRNAs, thus modulating the regulatory function of these molecules (45).

An example of a cytoplasmic circRNA that functions as a miRNA sponge is the cerebellar degeneration related protein I antisense transcript/ciRS-7, which has ~70 conserved binding sites for miR-7 and forms a complex with Ago proteins, thus suppressing the degradation of miR-7 target mRNAs (12,39).

CircRNAs also contain binding sites for several RBPs (46-49). The splicing, nuclear export, stability and subcellular localization of mRNAs are all modulated by RBPs (50), such as are Ago proteins, RNA polymerase II and fused in sarcoma (FUS) protein (51). RBPs, besides mediating the backsplicing that drives RNA circularization (Fig. 1B), interact with circRNAs to regulate different processes, such as cell proliferation, apoptosis, cancer cell metastasis, angiogenesis, mRNA translation, energy metabolism and cell differentiation (50).

CircRNAs derived from a specific locus may have binding sites for the protein codified by that locus or another RBP, thus preventing the binding of such proteins to other targets or the mRNA transcribed from the parental gene of the circRNA (52).

CircRNAs may also interact with proteins to modulate their translocation into the nucleus, consequently regulating gene transcription. For example, circRNA_Amatol1 increases the nuclear translocation of STAT3 to regulate the expression of its target genes (53). By contrast, circRNAs can maintain the nuclear retention of the c-Myc protein, increasing its stability and binding affinity to different promoters (52). In addition, circRNAs can act as scaffolds for assembling protein complexes, thus regulating several cellular functions (19). Besides, these RNA molecules can circulate in exosomes in body fluids (40). It has been reported that circRNAs packed in exosomes are regulated by modifying the levels of their target miRNAs in the cells (40).

Previous studies have reported the potential coding properties of circRNAs, albeit at low translational efficiency. This fact is supported by the presence in some circRNAs of an internal ribosomal entry site able to interact with the 40S subunit of the eukaryotic ribosome and an open reading frame an internal ribosomal entry site able to interact with the 40S subunit of the eukaryotic ribosome and an open reading frame preventing the binding of such proteins to other targets or the mRNA transcribed from the parental gene of the circRNA (52).

CircRNAs derived from a specific locus may have binding sites for the protein codified by that locus or another RBP, thus preventing the binding of such proteins to other targets or the mRNA transcribed from the parental gene of the circRNA (52). In addition, circRNAs may act as scaffolds for assembling protein complexes, thus regulating several cellular functions (19). Besides, these RNA molecules can circulate in exosomes in body fluids (40). It has been reported that circRNAs packed in exosomes are regulated by modifying the levels of their target miRNAs in the cells (40).

CircRNAs also contain binding sites for several RBPs (46-49). The splicing, nuclear export, stability and subcellular localization of mRNAs are all modulated by RBPs (50), such as are Ago proteins, RNA polymerase II and fused in sarcoma (FUS) protein (51). RBPs, besides mediating the backsplicing that drives RNA circularization (Fig. 1B), interact with circRNAs to regulate different processes, such as cell proliferation, apoptosis, cancer cell metastasis, angiogenesis, mRNA translation, energy metabolism and cell differentiation (50).

CircRNAs derived from a specific locus may have binding sites for the protein codified by that locus or another RBP, thus preventing the binding of such proteins to other targets or the mRNA transcribed from the parental gene of the circRNA (52).

CircRNAs may also interact with proteins to modulate their translocation into the nucleus, consequently regulating gene transcription. For example, circRNA_Amatol1 increases the nuclear translocation of STAT3 to regulate the expression of its target genes (53). By contrast, circRNAs can maintain the nuclear retention of the c-Myc protein, increasing its stability and binding affinity to different promoters (52). In addition, circRNAs can act as scaffolds for assembling protein complexes, thus regulating several cellular functions (19). Besides, these RNA molecules can circulate in exosomes in body fluids (40). It has been reported that circRNAs packed in exosomes are regulated by modifying the levels of their target miRNAs in the cells (40).

CircRNAs may activate intronic enhancers, or induce hypomethylation at the promoter of their parental genes and activate their transcription (57). For example, circRNA_FECR1 activates the transcription of follicular lymphoma 1 thus regulating the metastatic process of breast cancer (58).

Another mechanism of circRNA parental gene regulation is to sequestrate a miRNA that targets a transcription factor, as occurs in the circRNA_STAT3/miR-29a/bc-3p/glial-associxed oncogene family zinc finger 2 axis, which promotes the progression of hepatoblastoma (59).

The ratio between mRNA-circRNA counterparts may be ≤1:1 due to the competition between backsplicing and linear splicing (60). Consequently, the biogenesis of circRNAs usually provokes a reduction in protein-coding mRNA levels and inhibition of parental gene expression (52).

5. CircRNAs in the pathogenic process of DN

DN is a chronic microvascular complication of DM, which is distinguished by the presence of capillary glomerular circulation damage, which provokes alterations in renal structure and function (61). This disease appears in 30-40% of patients with DM, usually after the first 10 years of disease progression (62). DN is clinically characterized by proteinuria, reduced glomerular filtration rate and high blood pressure, and is the most frequent cause of end-stage renal disease (62). This clinical syndrome is mainly determined by an imbalance between the synthesis and degradation of the ECM components, which provokes their accumulation, as well as the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), inflammatory cells recruitment and cytokines release (63). Due to these processes, the glomerular basal membranes and renal tubules thicken, followed by an increase in the volume of the mesangial matrix and glomeruli (64). These events finally lead to inflammation, tubule interstitial renal fibrosis, glomerular sclerosis and tubular atrophy.

Hyperglycemia and oxidative stress are essential mediators in the progression of DN through the formation and intracellular deposition of AGEs (63,65), which are the products of nonenzymatic glycation and oxidation of proteins and lipids (65). AGEs bind to a receptor at the cell surface (i.e. RAGE), which is abundant in kidney podocytes and endothelial cells; thus, the kidneys are considered a major site for AGE clearance (66). The AGE-RAGE interaction triggers multiple signaling cascades that provoke several pathophysiological effects, including cell cycle arrest, apoptosis, increased cell invasion, proliferation and cell migration, and generation of pro-inflammatory cytokines (67,68). For that reason, the increase in AGE formation, the interaction of AGE and RAGE, and the further activation of the associated intracellular
signaling pathways have been implicated in the pathogenesis of DN (67,68). CircRNAs are physiological regulators of multiple intracellular signaling pathways (52); this function is performed indirectly through their interactions with miRNAs or directly with proteins. Several studies have revealed a differential expression profile of circRNAs in kidney cell lines incubated in high glucose, animal models of dN and patients with dN compared with healthy individuals (26‑29,69‑111). A total of 35 dysregulated circRNAs have been identified in these previous studies (Table SI). Of them, ~2/3 are upregulated, one circRNA (circRNA_HIPK3) is upregulated or downregulated depending on the cell type, and the remaining circRNAs are downregulated (Table SI). The target of the identified circRNA‑miRNA pairs, as well as the deregulated axes, have been detected in the majority of cases (28/35; Fig. 2 and Table SI). In most cases, the miRNA target of each circRNA and the mRNA target of the miRNA are suggested through expression studies in the cells or tissues of interest or bioinformatics analysis. Once a negative correlation between the expression of circRNA/miRNA and miRNA/mRNA pairs is verified, the deregulated axes are identified by either silencing or overexpressing the circRNA or miRNA. Then, the expression of the mRNA target, the abundance of its protein, as well as of the effector molecules involved in the molecular processes related to DN are measured (69‑104). Fig. 2 shows the best characterized targets and the regulated molecular processes related to DN. The majority of the studied molecules mediate ECM accumulation and fibrosis, whereas circRNAs regulating oxidative stress are less represented (Fig. 2). Certain circRNAs (namely circRNA_ACTR2, circRNA_LRP6, circRNA_0068087, circRNA_0003928 and circRNA_0000712) simultaneously regulate more than one process, the most common being: Inflammation, oxidative stress and ECM accumulation/fibrosis (Fig. 2 and Table SI). The axes regulated by such circRNAs include as targets transcription factors (circRNA_0000712/miR‑879‑5p/SOX6), transcriptional regulators [circRNA_AcTR2/miR‑205/high mobility group protein HMGI‑c (HMGA2), circRNA_LRP6/miR‑205/high mobility group protein B1, circRNA_0003928/miR‑506‑3p/histone deacetylase 4] or protein kinases (circRNA_0068087/miR‑106a‑5p/Rho‑associated protein kinase 2), which modulate different signaling pathways. Notably, hsa_circRNA_0037128 and hsa_circRNA_0000064 mediate oxidative stress, inflammation, apoptosis, cell proliferation and ECM accumulation associated with DN, probably because they have more than one target, including transcription factors and protein kinases that are involved in several cell processes (Fig. 2 and Table SI). Some targets (transcription factor SOX6, RAC‑γ serine/threonine‑protein kinase (AKT3) and NAD-dependent protein deacetylase sirtuin‑1) are regulated by ≥1 circRNA/miRNA pair (Fig. 2 and Table SI), and function in the cellular response to inflammatory, metabolic and oxidative stressors, such as glucose, which suggests that these molecules could be explored as potential therapeutic targets.
DN. For example, circRNA_ACTR2 is upregulated in patients with DN, and in both the proximal tubular cell line HK-2 and mesangial cells exposed to high-glucose concentrations (69) (Fig. 2 and Table SI). CircRNA_ACTR2 acts as a sponge for miR-205-5p, which targets HMG2, a molecule related to the AGE-RAGE pathway (69). HMG2 is upregulated by AGEs, whereas its knockdown reverses the AGEs-induced epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition of tubular cells associated with DN, and inhibits the high AGEs-induced generation of ROS and the activation of p38 MAPK (112). Consequently, silencing of circRNA_ACTR2 inhibits cell proliferation, inflammatory mediators, ECM deposition and oxidative stress in mesangial cells exposed to a high-glucose concentration (69).

CircRNA_0037128 targets miR-17-3p and is upregulated in kidney tissue of patients with DN, in the mouse mesangial cell line SV40-MES13 when exposed to high glucose levels and in a DN mouse model (70) (Fig. 2 and Table SI). In this previous study, it was demonstrated that the circRNA_0037128/miR-17-3p interaction modulated the expression of AKT3, a molecule of the AGE-RAGE axis that promotes cell proliferation and fibrosis (70). The upregulation of circRNA_0037128 can also increase the levels of the pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6, as well as those of the proteins FN, type I collagen and TGF-β1 in HK-2 tubular cells, while knocking down this circRNA suppresses such effects (71,72). It has been proposed that circRNA_0037128 may regulate these cytokines, and in turn modulate inflammation and fibrosis, through the miR-497-5p/nuclear factor of activated T cells 5 and the miR-31-5p/Krüppel-like factor 9 axes (71,72) (Fig. 2 and Table SI). CircRNA_0037128 is an example of the multiple interactions and regulatory nodes in different cell types that circRNAs can establish. By contrast, circRNA_AKT3 has been shown to be downregulated (Fig. 2 and Table SI), and its overexpression inhibits mouse mesangial cell apoptosis and suppresses ECM accumulation, thus having a protective role in DN via the circRNA_AKT3/miR-296-3p/E-cadherin pathway (73). E-cadherin is a cell adhesion molecule that promotes cell-cell interactions, and allows cohesion between cells and tissue integrity (113). Previous evidence has shown that the AGE-RAGE interaction signal induces tubular epithelial-myofibroblast transdifferentiation, as determined by the loss of the epithelial marker E-cadherin, directly through the dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1-Ras-extracellular signal-regulated kinase1/2-MAPK pathway (114). Notably, downregulation of circRNA_AKT3 by high-glucose concentrations and AGEs formation may explain the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition of tubular cells observed in DN.

The actions of circRNA_15698, circRNA_0000491, circRNA_DLGP4, circRNA(EIF4G2, circRNA_0000285, hsa_circRNA_0004442 and circRNA_LRP6 are also mediated by molecules of the AGE-RAGE pathway (74-80) (Fig. 2 and Table SI). Most of the remaining circRNAs listed in Table SI regulate molecules involved in inflammation, apoptosis, oxidative stress and fibrosis via other signaling pathways. For example, circRNA_ANKRDR36, hsa_circRNA_0001831 and hsa_circRNA_0000867 have been shown to be upregulated in blood samples of patients with DN; however, their targets and mechanisms of action remain unknown (105,106) (Table SI). Although miRNAs targeted by hsa_circRNA_0000146 and hsa_circRNA_0000072 have been identified in patients with DN, the evidence only suggests that such circRNAs may be diagnostic markers of the disease (107) (Table SI). Even though several circRNAs have been found to regulate the cellular processes linked to DN, the available data does not support their role in the progression of DN.

It has been recognized that circRNAs may serve a critical role in regulating cellular events by interacting with RBPs (50,115), thus participating in the progression of various diseases (116); however, the role of this type of interaction in DN has not been well explored. A notable example of this type of interaction is the role of circRNA_Amott1 as an enhancer of cardiomyocyte survival in neonatal human cardiac tissue. Zeng et al (117) reported that circRNA_Amott1 in primary cardiomyocytes, epithelial and endothelial cells functions as a scaffold of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase isoform 1 and AKT1, facilitating AKT1 phosphorylation and its nuclear translocation, which reduces apoptosis and enhances cardiac repair. Another example was reported by Stoll et al (118); this previous study demonstrated that intronic circRNA_ci-Ins2/ci-INS binds to TAR DNA-binding protein 43 kDa at the transcriptional level for optimal insulin secretion. Notably, circRNA_ci-Ins2/ci-INS expression is downregulated in pancreatic β-cells of rodent models of diabetes and in patients with T2D (118).

Although it has been demonstrated by global interaction assays that ~8.1% of proteins binding to nucleic acids have a dual function (119) (that is, binding to DNA and RNA), the interaction of circRNA_ci-Ins2/ci-INS with TAR DNA-binding protein 43 kDa in T2D reported by Stoll et al (118) is one of the few reports between circRNAs and proteins with a dual function found in the literature. On the other hand, in type 1 DM, circRNA_PPIM1F modulates M1 macrophage activation and inflammation of pancreatic β-cells through the circRNA_PPIM1F/ELAV-like protein 1/protein phosphatase 1F/nuclear factor NF-κB (NF-κB) axis (120).

To the best of our knowledge, only a single report on the interaction of circRNA/protein in DN has been published to date. CircRNA_HIPK3 targets several miRNAs in renal tubular and mesangial cells in rodent models of DN (29,82) (Table SI), although it can also bind proteins. CircRNA_HIPK3 binds FUS and facilitates the enrichment of this protein on the ectodysplasin A2 receptor (EDA2R) promoter; this leads to the upregulation of EDA2R expression and activation of apoptotic signaling in podocytes, which contributes to DN progression (23).

With the aim of exploring the role of direct interactions between circRNAs/proteins in the pathophysiology of DN, our previous study performed an in silico analysis of the ability of proteins involved in the AGE-RAGE pathway to bind circRNAs expressed in renal cells (https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/shsLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWtqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf, unpublished data). The results revealed that the transcription factors c-Jun and c-Fos were potentially able to bind RNA according to bioinformatics analysis conducted using the server catRapid signature (2020, RNA System Biology Italian Institute of Technology; http://s.tartaglialab.com/page/catrapid_group), which calculates the overall RNA-binding propensity of a protein and predicts its RNA-binding regions (Fig. 3). The global interaction score was 0.72 and 0.77 for c-Jun and c-Fos.
respectively, which was >0.5 (the threshold recommended by the algorithm) (121) and similar to those scores of known RBPs (Fig. 3A). This finding suggested the presence of RNA-binding regions in the transcription factors c-Jun and c-Fos. According to those predictions, c-Fos would belong to the classical RNA-binding class, while c-Jun would belong to the putative one (https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/content/sshLYdUxokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf, unpublished data).

Notably, c-Jun has two regions with RNA-binding propensity: Amino acids 65-115 and 144-215. In these regions, two potential RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) were identified by MEME Suite (https://meme-suite.org/meme/tools/meme) and Tomtom tool (https://meme-suite.org/meme/tools/tomtom) (122,123). For this analysis, 66 amino acid sequences with the binding domains of 35 RBPs were used (Table SII). These RRMs were located between amino acids 193-202 and 147-154, and were similar to the domains SH3 LIG_G3BP_FGDF_1 and LIG_NBox_RRM1, respectively (Fig. 3B) (https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf, unpublished data). By contrast, c-Fos harbors three regions with RNA-binding propensity (amino acids 90-145, 200-257 and 264-353). Only one RRM was identified in c-Fos at amino acids 217-226, which was similar to the domain LIG_NBox_RRM1, and the one found in c-Jun. This RRM was also present in ≥50% of the amino acid sequences with the binding domains of RBPs used to analyze the potential RNA-binding regions of c-Fos and c-Jun (Fig. 3B and Table SII) (https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUxokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf, unpublished data).
### Table I. CircRNAs expressed in the 25 mM glucose-treated 293 cells that potentially interact with c-Jun and/or c-Fos. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential interactions with proteins</th>
<th>CircBase ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c-Fos and c-Jun</td>
<td>hsa_circ_0001181^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0001511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0001666^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0001821^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0001461^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-Fos</td>
<td>hsa_circ_0001896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0002194^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0000544^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-Jun</td>
<td>hsa_circ_0000211^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0000811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0001632^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0001491^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0001784^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_000234^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0000527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0000704^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hsa_circ_0000745^a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Our previous study also predicted ([https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf](https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf), unpublished data) which circRNAs reported by Memczak *et al* (12) that were expressed in response to 25 mM glucose in 293 cells were able to interact with c-Jun and/or c-Fos using the server RPI-seq ([http://pridb.gdcb.iastate.edu/RPISeq/](http://pridb.gdcb.iastate.edu/RPISeq/)) (124). A total of 17 circRNAs that potentially interacted with c-Jun and/or c-Fos were predicted, of which 5 potentially interacted with c-Jun and c-Fos, 3 with c-Fos and 9 with c-Jun, according to the results of classifiers support vector machine and random forest, and simultaneous prediction score with two classifiers ≥0.8 (Table I). These circRNAs had potential binding motifs to RBPs, some of which are known motifs whereas others are unknown ([https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf](https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf), unpublished data) according to the predictions of RBP suite ([http://www.csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/RBPsuite/](http://www.csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/RBPsuite/)) (125).

These results require experimental demonstration since i) 293 cells derived from human embryonic kidney cells, and circRNA expression could be dependent on developmental stage; ii) the increase in glucose concentration could lead to different variations in circRNA expression in embryonic and adult cells (19,22,26); and iii) the expression profile of the predicted circRNAs in DN is not known. It should be noted that the original kidney cell culture that served as source of 293 cells was heterogeneous and such cells are not considered an *in vitro* model of typical kidney cells (126). However, the majority of predicted circRNAs that interact with c-Jun and c-Fos were expressed in normal human kidney tissues ([https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf](https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf), unpublished data) according to the results of CircAtlas 3.0 ([https://ngdc.cnbc.ac.cn/circatlas](https://ngdc.cnbc.ac.cn/circatlas)) (Table I). Nevertheless, it is a preliminary approach to identify potential interactions between circRNAs and c-Jun or c-Fos.

It has been proposed that circRNAs can recruit transcription factors to the promoters of target genes, and may activate or inhibit their transcription (127). Thus, the interaction of c-Jun and c-Fos with circRNAs could regulate the expression of genes under the control of these transcription factors, as well as the expression of circRNAs, their parental genes or their miRNA targets through transcription factor sequestration via a negative feedback mechanism. It has also been described that, during hyperglycemia, the expression of c-Jun and c-Fos is increased, which was shown to be mediated by the AGE-RAGE interaction, leading to the activation of the JAK2 axis, and the production of collagen and other proteins of the ECM (128).

Mesangial cells exposed to high-glucose concentrations have also been reported to activate protein kinase C, which in turn can modulate the transcription factor AP-1 (formed by the association of c-Fos and c-Jun), thus increasing both the mRNA and protein expression levels of c-Fos and c-Jun in the nucleus. This increase in AP-1 is also correlated with an increased production of ECM proteins (including FN, laminin and ColIV) (128). Thus, it may be hypothesized that circRNAs interacting with c-Jun and c-Fos could exert a similar effect on the mRNA expression levels of ECM components, whereby the potential interactions between circRNAs and these transcription factors may explain some of the events associated with the onset and progression of DN.

In addition, the aforementioned predictions revealed in our previous studies ([https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf](https://www.uacm.edu.mx/Portals/0/adam/Content/sshLYDUXokSSYJT-rhWTqg/Text/Geceta_22.pdf), unpublished data) suggested that c-Jun and c-Fos may be DNA-binding proteins and RBPs which must be validated *in vitro* or *in vivo*, as well as the mechanisms by which these potential interactions could be involved in cell processes associated with DN.

### 6. CircRNAs as biomarkers of DN

The intrinsic characteristics of circRNAs, namely stability and abundance, make them promising biomarkers for diagnosing and evaluating DN progression or treatment efficacy. Although circRNA expression in renal cells may provide insights into the modulation of the pathophysiological process of DN, the release of these circRNAs into the blood or urine would facilitate their use as clinical biomarkers.

Upregulation of hsa_circRNA_0003928 and downregulation of its target miR-151-3p have been observed in the serum of patients with DN (86), but its possible application as a diagnostic biomarker has not been sufficiently explored. In addition, exosomal circRNA_DLGAP4 isolated from high glucose-treated mesangial cells, patients with DN and DN rat models promotes diabetic kidney disease progression by sponging miR-143 and targeting the receptor tyrosine-protein...
kinase erbB-3/NF-κB/72 kDa type IV collagenase axis (76) (Fig. 2 and Table S1). A large number of the circRNAs expressed in renal cells are carried by exosomes, which are frequently involved in the pathophysiological processes associated with DN (129). It has been reported that high-glucose concentrations cause circRNA differential expression in exosomes derived from human renal tubular epithelial cells compared with controls (129,130).

Feng et al (130) reported that 7-10% of urinary exosome transcripts correspond to circRNAs. Urinary exosomes mainly arise from every epithelial cell of the nephron, while blood exosomes are not able to pass through the glomerular membrane into the urine (131). For that reason, urinary exosomes may also be implicated in the pathophysiological process of DN and could be a robust biomarker of the disease. miRNAs enriched in urinary exosomes have been associated with the progression of DN or with the early stages of this disease (132,133). However, the diagnostic potential of urinary exosomal circRNAs in DN has not yet been determined. A recent study revealed that expression of hsa_circRNA_0036649 in urinary exosomes is associated with renal function and fibrosis degree in patients with chronic kidney disease, which is a hallmark of DN (134). Other studies that have supported the feasibility of the identification of circRNAs enriched in urinary exosomes as biomarkers for kidney diseases have focused on the dysregulation of these molecules in patients with idiopathic membranous nephropathy or with immunoglobulin A nephropathy compared with healthy controls (135,136). In summary, future studies should be conducted to explore the use of serum and urine circRNAs as biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognosis of DN.

7. Conclusions

Research related to the role of non-coding RNAs as regulators of gene expression has increased in recent years. Although some authors consider that circRNAs are modulators for the initiation and development of DN, the role of these molecules in the pathophysiological process of this disease and its progression is still not fully understood. The complete profile of circRNAs expressed in the kidney, blood, or urine and their interactions, are unknown in DN. However, accumulated evidence has suggested that circRNAs may participate in the regulation of DN-related cellular processes.

CircRNAs are highly stable and abundant molecules, which makes them important potential clinical biomarkers, therapeutic targets, or novel diagnostic agents. However, numerous questions regarding these RNA molecules and their roles in DN remain to be addressed. Therefore, further studies are required to reveal the function of circRNAs in the pathophysiological processes of DN, which may also serve as the basis for developing new diagnostic and therapeutic approaches for this disease.
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